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Tuesday

The B G News
Bowling Green State University

November 17, 1981

Trustees allot
$1.7 million
Although the state's budget was
not signed into effect until Sunday, the added revenue earmarked to the University already had
been divided by the Board of
Trustees.
At its meeting Friday, the
Board passed a motion, "in light
of increased income from state instructional subsidies and other
sources," allocating about $1.7
million to seven priority expense
needs.
Almost $1 million of the money
was directed toward salaries:
$500,000 to a 2 percent merit compensation pool for faculty and contract staff continuing from 198081, $400,000 to wage increases for
classified staff and $25,000 to
graduate assistants and teaching
fellows.
UNDER THE MOTION increases out of the merit pool will
be paid to faculty and contract
staff recommended for merit. Increases will be added to the 1981-82
salary base and, commencing
with the January pay, will be
distributed evenly over remaining
paychecks under 1981-82 contracts.
The increase in classified staff
wages 10 percent or $.75 a hour
was mandated by the state budget
bill.
And the increase to graduate
assistants and teaching fellows
represents a 1 percent across-theboard stipend increase.
**
Dr. Michael Ferrari, interiiu
president, said yesterday the
merit increases and increases to
graduate assistants and teaching
fellows will show up on paychecks
in January, while classified staff
employees will see the increase
next month.
EACH SCHOOL has established
criteria and procedures for the
merit increases, Ferrari said.
Also benetiting from the
Board's action was the library,
which now has $175,000 to appropriate towards books and
periodicals.

The Board also set aside $50,000
for the computer lab equipment in
West Hall and $135,000 to be usd as
an academic operating reserve
for increases to selected departments, schools and academic service areas. Dr. Richard Eakin,
executive vice provost for planning a.id budgeting, said the latter
money will be appropriated on a
select basis, the means of which
are yet to be determined.
UNDER THE TERMS of the
state budget, if Ohio's revenue
falls short of estimates, spending
would be cut across-the-board by
1 percent on March 15. If that cut
would prove inadequate, corporations would see a 0.5 percent surcharge in April and, if necessary,
public utilities would face a 0.25
percent tax increase.
Thus, the Board set up a
$400,000 contingency reserve.
Eakin said the reserve was
established to protect against the
possible cuts or could be used
toward increases in public utility
•"xuenses.
He added that the money, if not
used, could be carried over into
the University's 1982-83 budget
Eakin said the new 1.1 percent
increase in the state sales tax
"should not have an appreciable
effect (on the University). In fact,
it shouldn't have any effect."
THAT SALES TAX is expected
to generate $1.3 billion in the biennium, representing the largest tax
increase in the state's history and
making it a cornerstone of the
$13.5 billion state budget.
The budget allocates $1.76
billion in state funding to higher
education, $76.6 million of which
will come to the University, including Firelands College.
Broken down, the main campus
will receive about $34.4 million
and Firelands about $1.3 million
this year, Eakin said. These
figures are equal to the figures
proposed in the Senate's version
of the budget, he said.

The Fog

staff photo by Dean Koapflor
A University student walks alone In the dense fog . hich aused Bowling Green City Schools to close
yesterday.

Enrollment achieves fall target
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter
The board of trustees received fall enrollment figures and.
as expected, reapproved the
levels for instructional fees at
its meeting Friday morning.

enrollment at the main campus
of 15,873 (which excludes
enrollment in nursing and
physical therapy courses at the
Medical College of Ohio at
Toledo, study abroad and parttime evening courses).

Interim President Micheal
Ferrari told the Board that the
University achieved fall
quarter enrollment targets in
its three-year plan to reduce
main campus enrollment to
15,000 full-time students.

THE UNIVERSITY'S main
campus enrollment is mandated by an enrollment ceiling
of 15,000 set by the Ohio Board
of Regents in 1969. The University has been above that ceiling
for the past few years but
presented a three-year plan to
the Regents last year to meet
that ceiling.
Thus, with the main campus
being 873 students over the ceil-

Total headcount at main
campus is 17,080, Ferrari said.
But this figure differs from the
fall FTE (full-time equivalent)

ing this year, Ferrari told the
Board "in the first year of the
three-year planned reduction
we are right on schedule We
shall continue to restrict the
number of incoming students
for fall 1982 to move still closer
to the 15,000 FTE ceiling in
1982."
Ferrari said last year's main
campus FTE enrollment that
counted against the ceiling was
16,380. an ecxess of 1,380 over
the ceiling and 507 more than
this year.
IN OTHER ACTION,the
Board approved fees for winter
and spring quarters, simply
reapproving figures in effect

for fall quarter.
These figures are: graduate
instructional fees, $547 per
quarter or $50 per hour (hourly
rales can not exceed full-time
rates); undergraduate instructional fees, $385 per
quarter or $37.50 per hour; and
nonresident surcharge. $585 per
quarter or $58 per hour
Combining the reduction in
student enrollment with nonchanging fee rate.'we're trying to battle the budget troubles
with much less money than
other institutions are allowed to
have," Charles Shanklin,
finance committee chairman,
told his fellow board members.

Concert pianist in tune with art
by Mary Barnes
wire editor

staff photo by Al Fuchs
Jorge Bolet, head of the Piano Department at Philadelphia's Curtis Institute of Music instructs a student in a master's class Friday. Saturday Bolet performed before a sell-out
crowd In Kobacker Hall.

Inside
Weather
Sunny, high in the mid
50s, low In the low 30s. 10
percent chance of
precipitation.

World vs US.
food fight
Page 4

Bolet said a ghood definition of
art is achieving the impossible.
Music is the art of communica- He said a pianist is always aiming
tion between two people by means at goals that are unascertainable.
of musical sounds.
because perfection is unknown.
This is how Jorge Bolet, concert "But you can't stop striving," he
pianist and head of the Piano said.
Department at Philadelphia's
Bolet has been striving virtually
Curtis Institute of Music defines all his life. Born the fifth of six
his art.
children in Havanna, Cuba in
Bolet gave a sold-out perfor- 1914, Bolet said he has been listenmance in Kobacker Hall Saturday ing to the piano since birth. Hid
night as part of theCollege of sister, eleven years older, played
Musical Arts Festival Series.
the piano and his older brother is
Guest teaching a masters' class a conductor.
at the University Friday afterBolet said he would sit by the
piano when his sister played. She
noon, Bolet told students, "you
can't let printed music stand in. thought he was too young to play,
the way of what the composer had but finally began to teach him
when he was around six years old.
in mind."
Bolet said he is not a purist soHe said talent can be gauged in a
meone who thinks what is printed child to a certain extent, even at
on the page is all there is. He said such an early age.
the composer is limited in convey"My sister said I accomplished
ing to the performer what he in two months what it took moist
wants. But he doesn't believe the students two years to acperformer can be arbitrary in complish."
changing what the composer
By the age of 12, Bolet had been
wrote.
accepted at the newly-opened, all
"Music must have logic," he scholarship Curtis Institute in
said.
"Anything that detracts Philadelphia. He studied at Curfrom the music is a pianistic tis for seven years and graduated
abomination."
in 1934.

Women press
for peace
Page 6

Bolet taught for nine years at the
Indiana School <>f Music and when
he was offered the position of head
of the Piano Department at Curtis, he didn't have to think twice.
Bolet, only the third person to hold
the position, took over the post fifty years to the day after he first
auditioned there.
Bolet has never let performing
take a back seat to teaching and
he has played literally all over the
world. He said the people of different countries react to music
differently.
"The most
demonstrative are the Germans.
If they love you, marvelous, if
they don't. God help you I've
always been we 11-received in Germany," he said
While Bolet
distinguishes
between pianos he insists he has
no favorite composer or pieu ol
music.
You must love music to be a concert pianist, Bolet said. "This is
without a doubt the most insane
profession. Most other professions are six days a week, but this
one is 24 hours a day, sven days a
week, 365 days a year. It requires
total dedication.'

Falcons sink
Lakers
Page 10
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Jumping conference hurdles
WASHINGTON -President
Regan asked reporters at his
news conference last week to
remember that the words they
write are read all around the
world and to consider whether the
message they send is helpful or
destructive to the nation's interests.
Whatever you think of that plea,
the fact is that the most important
message is the one the President
himself conveys by his words and
demeanor on public occasions.
For the most part, those appearances have been helpful to
Reagan in advancing his goals.
His wit, his good nature and his
rehearsed eloquence stand him in
good stead, whether he is delivering a toast at a banquet, a brief
political speech or a televised
policy address.
But at the last two news conferences, the impression he has
created has been one of a man
under a great strain. The comments on Capitol Hill and in embassies suggest that the tension
and anxiety the President
displays when answering questions about his policies are beginning to cause concern among
those here and abroad who look to
the White House for leadership.
That same anxiety is being exBressed by members of the White
ouse staff who have come to
view each press conference as a
hurdle that must be negotiated
with care. They have adopted
what my colleague Martin
Schram accurately describes as a
"demaged-control" philosophy
for dealing with the press conferences: Schedule them infrequently, slow down the pace of
questions by lengthy answers and
hope that Reagan gets out of them
without hurting himself.

Focus
by David Broder
Syndicated Columnut

That is a defensible, if obviously
defensive, strategy. The practical
problem is that the President is so
strained in executing it-hestitant
in manner and nervous in speechthat he undercuts the efort to
build confidence in his leadership.
The relaxed sense of command
and self-control that he communicted so advantageously in
his 1980 campaign debates and in
almost every formal speech he
has made as President turns into
a very tentative and tense performance in the press conference.
Others say it is the mental gymnastics of the news conference
that the President finds intimidating. He works best when
he knows the topic in advance and
has his index cards at hand, with
the points he wants to make. In
the news conferences he held in
his eight years as governor of
California, the custom was to exhaust one topic before shifting to a
new one. He seemed more comfortable with that more structured format.
His critics put forward a much
harsher theory: Reagan is under
strain because he has such a
shaky grasp of the policies for
which he is formally responsible
that he has a dickens of a time
remembering what it is that he is
supposed to say about such-andsuch a subject.
If that is right, then we are really in trouble not just this administration but this country and

the world. But before accepting
that gloomy conclusion, I would
like to see how Reagan would do if
he were holding a press conference of some kind every week.
He did that when he was governor. But as President, he has held
five news conferences in 10 months. On that schedule, every one
becomes a very big deal, a big
mental hurdle.
The Reagan we have seen at the
last couple of news conferences
reminds me of the uptight, unhappy Reagan of the Iowa caucus
period early in 1980, when his
then-manager, John Sears, was
trying to shield him from the
press and public. When Reagan
campaigned infrequently, under
Sear s constraints, he was a lousy
campaigner always on the defensive. When he was unleashed in
New Hampshire, he was terrific.
So it is. I suspect, with the news
conference. People like my colleague Lou Cannon who covered
him in California remember those
gubernatorial news conferences,
not as ordeals to which Reagan
submitted, but as opportunities
which he exploited easily to carry
his message to the people.
Maybe he's losl the knack, now
that he is ten years older But m\
guess is that he's just not getting
enough practice to feel comfortable in the news conference format. If he had a regular schedule
where on alternating weeks he
would have big televised news
conferencesand small Oval Office
interviews with some of the White
House regulars, my guess is that
he would be better briefed by his
staff on a wide range of issues,
and much better prepared to
discuss them.

JOBSOLETE'rV

JUS BABY IS A

Bowing out of the arms race
The year is 1986, busaii ainart u
President of the United States,
defeating Ronald Reagan in 1984.
President Smart will be on TV
tonight for her State of the Union
Address. Top on her list is the concern over the AWACS sale made
tn 1981 by then-President Reagan.

I o Government: School Lunch Christmas present since tne
Programs; and the Department Christ Child. Dr Steins Invention," Crystal Protection for the
of Education.
Better of Mankind," is revealed to
the nublic
June 1987, a Nuclear Wir
develops in Europe. By the end of
the summer there is nothing left
of the world, except the United
In her address she will an- by Rita Feranec
States.
nounce to the nation, and to the
Because of the obsession of
world, that the United States will University Student
other nations toward nuclear
not go through with the AWACS
weapons, their exsistence is no
sale to Saudi Arabia.
longer. War-torn Europe, the MidThe $180 billion saved from dle East, and the Far East are the
This will start the begining of discontinuing the building of MX sight of flat, smoldering
the U.S. bowing out of the arms missies and B-l bombers will be r-Hijtion-'nfested wastelands
race. Concentration will no longer put into the Department of Educa
The United States on the other
be put on weaponry and the tion and the newly-formeo hand, is a hubbub of activity
military, but on the basic need of Department of Scientific Schools and Universities are
Knowledge and Development.
life.
growing to record proportions.
Educated individuals are a vast
It
is
through
the
latter
departAn excerpt from the close of
majority. More care is given to
Presidents Smart's address ment that Dr. I.N. Stein received senior citizens, the less fortunate
reads, "America will now take money to create a secret formula and animals.
care of her people, and not be so that is able to construct a nan'
In five years when the United
concerned with the destruction of crystal-like shell substanci
capable of sheilding a 235-U expln- States is safe to lift its crystal
others."
covering, they can open new fron- j
as women have throughout
sion. or any atomic explosion.
'■ tors to the devastated world, and'
history. Again, due to technology, June 1986, the following agenDecember 1986, the Unite
spread the goodness of life.
men as well as women have time cies are now a strong Dart of the States receives the bt:
to expand their traditional role.
Now, they can truly share the
rewards of raising children, alone
with the hardships that come with
responsibility.
administration of justice. Lying
With the modern knowledge of
under oath is not an act to be concontraception, women can condoned. What we must realize,
tinue on to do other things beside
however, is that Miss Ernest was
their parenting role, if they wish.
in court for six dollars worth of
In fact, they can choose between
parking tickets, not a felony in
parenting and a career! or job) or
anyone's book.
Where does the court
combine the two. We certainly are
With all due respect to the Ofnot at a population shortage, that
get
all
this
authority?
fice of Standards and Procedures,
we need to be concerned about the
justice has already been adlack of reproducing mothers.
As an impartial observer to the ministered and there is no further
case of Kathy Ernest, I think that need to keep her on probation.
I would like to conclude by exmaybe it's time for everyone to
Editor's Note: Due to producRressing my appreciation for the
lews' use of the word "woman" tion problems resulting from a think about what really happened. Tim Qilroy
In reality, what we have here is 16Rodg«rs
in their subtitle, " Woman seeks computer breakdown and an Insolution to roomate's drinking sufficient number of production a case of a first-quarter freshman
[iroblem "(Nov. 5, 1981). Forme- employees, this portion ol the taking the advice of the guiding
force in the lives of many
y. The BG News has referred to
Careless bicyclists a
freshman: her Resident Advisor.
college females as "girls", while News was not filled. The News
She walks into Student Court threat to Pedestrians
their male counterparts for the regrets the Inconvenience.
totally unprepared. She is assignmost part, have been referred to
ed an incompetent defense "at- Today marked approximately
as "college men."
torney" who has been told that his the tenth time my well-being has
client's story is a lie but fails to been threatened by a careless
Since girls reach their age of
make her change it.
bicyclist on campus.
adulthood no later than men, and
After their recess, the
I live off campus, and I can see
are in fact often considered to
"justices" returned to hear the the necessity of riding a bike to
mature earlier than their male
truth, having already reached a campus, but I do not see the
peers,there is no reason to
decision! Their verdict includes necessity in riding a bike on the
perpetuate such archaic sex
paying the six dollars in parking sidewalk during class changes.
discrimination.
tickets and EXPULSION!
Bike-riders, do the walkers a
Where does this court get all all favor and allow a few extra
of this authority? To give this minutes in your schedules to park
If you would like to comment
much authority to a student court your bikes farther off campus and
on something in the New* or
is a mockery of justice. To further walk to your campus.
anything of interest to the cemadd to this mockery, Dr. Derek
When you think about it, that
pus or community, write to the
Dickinson offers a "com- solution would save us all a lot of
promise?": probation for the rest close calls.
The letter or guest column
of her academic career.
Kathy Dunn
should be typewritten, triple
It seems to me that everybody
spaced and signed. Please ininvolved got carried away in the
On-campus mailbox 1361
clude your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
muntoieo- mamwue
be longer than 500 words.
nevrrmMB mtvm»es\
The News reserves the right
somcFKun wtrstw
maaK TMeuorrs
to reject letters or portions of
mxxpoN* n&etK.
"z^/
tmrmtsw
wen
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.

Women's Issues Affect Everyone
I am glad to see that women
are getting increasing attention in
the news. It has been encouraging
to see Women's Issues consistently addressed in The Toledo Blade
by Marilyn Eisbraugh
and The Cincinnati Enquirer.
Re-entry
Student Liberal Studies
Recently, I have been impressed
by The BG News' coverage of
these contemporary and pressing lives of their male relatives,
concerns. I hope to see continued peers, counterparts, and
coverage on a regular basis.
associates as well, will be changWomen's issues are not the con- ed.
Women's issues are Human
cern of a select few, those often
visualized as a group of radical, Issues. We are living in an admilitant women. Instead, they vanced technological society. We
concern everybody: the radical, freely choose our own life partas well as the conservative ners, we choose our lifestyles and
homemaker, her husband, their we plan our family size. Sex itself
has come out of the closet. With it,
children and their associates.
much of the feminine (and
Women consist of over half the masculine) mystique has vanishpopulation in our society: their ed.
Naked, we are all human beprecentage is represented as
such, right here on this campus. ings. We can all think, learn, feel,
Susan Arpad, Director of Women and make love. It is true that
Studies, states that "64 percent cf women alone, can carry and give
the student population is women." birth to children. However,
(BG News, October 27, 1981: reproduction AND childraising
"Director claims campus climate occupy less than one third of contemporary women's lives.
hostile to women.")

Focus

Women definately affect male
lives, whether the latter desire it
or not. Mothers, sisters, wives,
lovers, teachers, babysitters,
women in their many (traditional) roles, all undoubtedly influence the male population. If
women's roles are changing (and
they definately are), then the

One result of this is that the role
for women has expanded beyond
the funstion of motherhood. In our
well-educated society we are now
aware that men, because they are
also human beings, have the same
capacity as women to feel, care,
and love. They, too, have the ability to learn the skills of parenting,
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BG logThe COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet at 7:30
p.m. in 112 Life Sciences Building.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY is sponsoring a
Charity Food Drive today and Wednesday. Canned food
goods will be collected door to door In the community.
All proceeds will benefit needy families in the area. Any
donations will be appreciated. For more information
call the fraternity house at 372-2959.
NAVIGATOR REPRESENTATIVE Mike Sabo will
speak on "Who is this man Jesus Christ?" at 9 p.m. in
the third southwest lounge of Rodeers Quadrangle. The
event is sponsored by third west Rodgers.
The UNIVERSITY SKATING CLUB will meet from 8
to 10 p.m. at the Ice Arena. Learn how to ice skate.

Correction
The story on graduating with honors that appeared in
Thursday's edition of the News incorrectly stated that
Mandy Roberts took all of her music courses pass/fail she took only five courses pass/fail. The News regrets
the error.

NewsbriefS'
Fire pretrials reset for Nov. 30
Two University students charged with criminal
endangering and criminal damaging in connection
with a fire at Bromfield Hall last week will have
their pretrials in Bowling Green Municipal Court
on Nov. 30.
Soneto Tobias, 19 and James Hamilton, 18, were
originally to appear before the court yesterday.
They declined to show, however, entering a plea of
not guilty.
Both men are residents of 349 Bromfield.
The fire, which began in 330 Bromfield, caused
moderate damage to the room and surrounding
hallway. The occupants of the room, Manuel
Palomo and George Hepp, escaped unharmed.
Both have been assigned to new rooms.

Council approves ombudsman post
by Dave Whitman
News staff reporter

City Council voted 6-1 last nighl to
create the position of ombudsman
within the city administration.
The ombudsman, as described by
Councilperson Charles Barrell, would
be a troubleshooter who would help
Bowling Green residents with housing
and other problems.
The legislation, which has been tabled since last spring, will take effect
when the city's new budget starts next
year.
THE LONE consenting vote was cast
by Councilperson-at-large Wendell
Jones.
"I don't think this is being looked al
sensibly from a dollars-and-cents point
of view," Jones said.
Other members of Council, including
Joseph Corral, a member of council's
finance committe, disagreed. The ombudsman position is part-time, with a

salary of about $5,000 a year.
Jones said he thought the ombudsman would solve no problems in
the city, since the ombudsman has no
real power but functions merely as an
expediter, directing complaints about
housing and other problems through
the proper channels.
Dr. Ray Yeager, 1034 Carol Rd., said
he thought "the community has ong
needed an ombudsman... and not just
for housing. Other problems come up
and people don't know how to resolve
them."
MAYOR ALVIN PERKINS expressed support of the legislation, saying he
would sign the ombudsman ordinance
but adding that "it is not the entire
solution."
Three members of the gallery in the
council chambers voiced their support

soon as possible. The legislation
of the ombudsman ordinance.
however, will be considered again at a
Dr. Roger Anderson, 204 Haskins Rd, later council meeting.
James Ostrowski, 605 E. Gypsy Lane
Rd. and James Jenkins, who owns two In other action, coucil passed an ormobile homes in Weston, also express- dinance authorizing Hoffman to enter
into a contract for an amended mutual
ed suDDort of the ordinance.
police aid agreement with surrounding
LESGISLATION was also introduc- communities.
ed last night that would allow the city
to enter in a contract with the ar City Attorney Pat Crowley said
chitechtural firm of Munger. Mungei members of the Bowling Green Police
and Associates to build new police, Force will still be allowed to enter surcourt and fire facilities.
rounding communities to give
emergency aid.
Municipal Adm.nistrator Wesley
Hoffman has called the old safet If a police officer's going to another
building unsafe and inadequate.
community to give aid endangers the
Police Chief Galen Ash said the new citizens of Bowling Green, that officer
building is "longoverdue."
can be recalled, Crowley said.
PERKINS SAID the close of the Under the legislation, police officials
meeting that he wanted the legislation from communities will also be allowed
considered last night so that the city to enter Bowling Green city limits to
could begin work on a new buildine as give aid.

Clarification necessary in some sections

Board approves student constitution
Editor's Note: Due to production problems resulting from a
computer breakdown and an Insufficient number of production
employees, this portion of the
News was not filled. The News
regrets the Inconvenience.

Richard Harrow
Lecture

"VIOLENCE IN
SPORTS"
To be re-scheduled

FREE

Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestyles available

ITEM

We also type Resumes
id offer matching envelopes and stationery

an

on any s'ze pizza with one or more
additional items
ASK for it when ordering
One coupon per pizza

For Standard Resume's, 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
11 ISouth Main St.,Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.

pgjscpello* '-"IT

In Qulckprintinq

352-5166

Expires Dec. 3, 1981

The quickest way to get
emergency money.

K you think "pads and rollers"are
just a California craie,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
These days a trip to the college bookstore can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that's about
all you need to make the one phone call
that can replenish your depleted funds
in a couple of hours. Here's what to do:
Call home. Report the situation, and
1tell_ the
folks they can get emergency
cash to you fast by phone.
_ j Ask them to call Western Union's
2,
toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in Missouri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. They charge the money and service fee to their MasterCard* or VISAt

card. A Western Union Charge Card
Money Order, up to $1,000, will be
flashed to the Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.
Pick up your money—usually within
two hours—at the local Western Union
office or agent. There are 8,500 nationally, except in Alaska. Conveniently,
about 900 locations are open 24 hours.
It's that easy.
Be sure to remind your parents about
our toll-free number. It's all they need to
back you up at the bookstore.
4BVB

•TVVIM —m » •-»•< <■' VIM lurrMawl

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.

Pads and rollers are key components of a cassette's tape
transport system
This system guides the tape
past your deck s tape head it must
do so with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Memorex

The new Memorex tape transport system is preasfcn engineered to exacting tolerances
Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly
An oversee pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pressure firm enough tor precise
alignment, gentle enough to

dramatically reduce wear
Our unique ultra-low-fncton
poiyoiefin waters help precisionmolded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and unitormly
play after play Even after 1.000
plays
In tact, our new
Memorex cassette will always ■
deliver true
sound reproduction, or we'll
replace it Free
Of course, reproduction that true
and that enduring
owes a lot to Permapass'-.ourextraor
dinary new binding
process It even owes a
little to our unxjue new
tumble-free storage album
But when you record on new
Memorex. whether it's HIGH
BIAS II. normal.bias MRX I or

■ Co«0«W«fHo« S*«. OS-* CflMorn* MOU US*

METAL IV don t forget the importance of those pads and rollers
Enioy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head
And remember getting it there
is half the fun
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US insensitive to underdeveloped countries

Change in world food policy aim of group
by Holly Terry
News reporter
With a United Nations estimate
of more than 450 million suffering
from acute malnutrition and
countless others from famine and
drought throughout the world's
underdeveloped countries, optimism on the world hunger situation would seem hard to find.
The national "Bread for the
World" organization, however,
with its 37,000 members, has it.
Area representative John
Gallagher said last night that he
believes there is enough food in
the world to go around, but that

the United States' foreign policies
are not sensitive enough to the
needs of underdeveloped countries.
"I'M DEFINITELY not in favor
of Reagan's economic policy,"
Gallagher said. "I think it's
twisted."
The purpose of Gallagher's
organization, then, is to change
governmental policies concerning
malnutrition on both a domestic
and foreign level.
"Bread for the World" is
basically a political action group,
where members are encouraged

to contact their congressional
representatives and give their
views on House bills. According to
Gallagher, one letter from a BFW
member has the impact of 75
votes from the public.
Some of the group's most recent
congressional wins were the
passage of the Right-to-Food
resolutions, which "affirms the
right of every person in this counSand throughout the world to an
jquate diet," the federal grain
reserve program, and the food aid
reform, which encourages a country's self-reliance. These were accomplished with the interaction of

other like national groups.
CONCERNING present foreign
aid distribution from the US,
Gallagher said that over 50 percent of our federal monies go to
Israel and Egypt, with a large remainder transferred to Japan,
England, France and Spain.
"But almost half of that is
military aid," he said, advocating
economic aid to underdeveloped
countries as an alternative.
Foreign aid policy has had to
take a "back seat" in BFW lobbying recently, however, Gallagher
said, as a result of the federal administration cutbacks.

Dorm room smoke alarms unnecessary

John Gallagher

staff photo by Dale Omori

by Bernadette Bednar
News Reporter
Smoke alarms in individual student rooms have proved unnecessary, as a result of an experiment
conducted by the office of Residence Life.
Last fall, Rodgers Quadrangle
was used for an experiment to test
the usefulness of smoke alarms in
individual rooms.
"They are a good thing, but they
are not necessary," Associate

Maybe well
cure cancer
without your help
but don't bet
your life on it.
rhe American Cancer Society
will never give up the fight Maybe
we'll find the answers even without
your help. But don't bet your life on it

American Cancer Society^

Dean of Students, Fayetta Paulsen
said. "We wanted to see if they
were necessary and if we could
detect fires any earlier," she said.
"There were no statistics on the
subject, so we tried it."
"THE MAJOR PROBLEM with
the smoke alarms," Paulsen said,
"was students tampering with
them." Paulsen said many of the
students removed the batteries
from the individual units.
The smoke alarms were installed
when a new fire alarm system was

put in Rodgers, Director of Environmental Safety Seldon Carsey
said.
Carsey said the individual smoke
alarms are not required by law.
Each residence hall is required to
have fire alarms in the hallway.
"Fire systems are inspected
once a quarter by our offices,"
Carsey said. The University also
has a contract with the Simplex
Alarm Company of Toledo. Carsey
said this company inspects the
University's fire alarm equipment
twice a year, testing the total sta-

tion in each residence hall and
servicing the systems when necessary.
ASIDE FROM THESE INSPECTIONS, Carsey said each hall director has been trained to check
the system and knows how it operates.
Paulsen said residents of Rodgers received a memo at the beginning of the year informing them of
the smoke alarms. Students may
use the smoke alarms if they wish,
but Paulsen said they must supply
their own batteries.

PIZZA INN
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TUESDAY NIGHT BUFFET
5.00 to8:00 p.m.

$2.99
SALAD-SPAGHETTI-PIZZA
ALL YOU CAN EAT

ONLY $5.00!

Pizza inn1

<%u get^Mot afthfltHngsyetflove

MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN ST.
352-7658

Stadium Plaza
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for men
& ladies

1616E.Wooster

332-4*37
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EDUCATION MAJORS
come to the

CREATIVE DRAMATICS
FOR TEACHERS WORKSHOP
Tues. Nov. 17
7:30 PM
Cost: 50 cents at door
OHIO SUITE UNION

CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA
BOOS-ACTLT A DEAL OF A MEAL AT

^
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Friday, NOV. 20

PHONE
352-9378
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898 8. MAIN ST.

8:30 PM

Toledo Masonic Auditorium
COST: $3.00
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COMFORTABLE CLOTHES RECOMMENDED

transportation SO SIGN UP NOW
in the UAO OFFICE by NOV. 18
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835 HIGH ST
SPA HRS.
MON-FRI
9AM-10PM.
SAT
11AM-4PM
SUN
1 PM-4PM
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M AVAILABLE Tl
THIS LOCATION ONLY:

TOLEDO SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
CONCERT

Dr. Williamson - Ige
Will focus on group
games & activities
for the classroom
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AT THE BG-CENTRAl MICHIGAN GAME

FREE!

This seductive style, another ol the romantic series ol looks lor 1982
Beautifully elegant, it typifies the lace-lrammg lullness so important tor
1982 styles

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

WIN A TRIP FOR
TWO TO FLORIDA
OVER SPRING BREAK

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.
Buy Salad Bar Chef Salad,
Taco Salad, Vegetarian Salad. Antipatto Salad
and Crazy George will give you one FRf E
Bottomless Drink And One FREE
cup of Homemade Soup.
(EAT IN ONLY)

togliars
EAST

SOUTH

^

440 E. Court 352-1596

'Native" is the long haired look ot 1982 A precision cut and a body
support perm was used to create this exciting, carefree design

Clip the coupon below and deposit it in special containers
located inside the stadium on game day. this Saturday. (One
coupon per student, please! BGSU students only!)
Winning name will be announced over the PA. system during the game Saturday. YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO
WIN!!!!!

{FOLLOW THE FLACONS AND WIN A FREE TRIP TO
jFLORIDAY OVER SPRING BREAK...
March 19-26 at Daytona Beach
This romantic took lor 1982 it sorter and lull bodied The style shown
here was created with a gentle support perm, followed by a precision
hair cut, tor almost maintenance tree results
The Arrangement uses one of the most advance, professional approaches available today The system is baaed on a thorough
knowledge ol each client's facial structure, hair type, condition and
treatment history to assist the hair designer in the styling approach
and selection ot permanent wave formulation

Accomodalions based on quad occupancy

r

1
FLORIDA TRIP OONTFfiT
NAME
ADDRESS
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PHONE

I
'

CLASS

945 S. Main 352-7571

OPEN AT 11 A.M.
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Parliament suspends Protestant legislators
LONDON, (AP) - Three Northern Ireland Protestant legislators, enraged over Britain's failure to
contain IRA violence, screamed abuse in the House
of Commons yesterday and one threatened to make
the province "ungovernable." They were suspended indefinitely from Parliament.
Police with specially trained dogs, meanwhile,
hunted in and around the British capital for a huge
cache of explosives in what Scotland Yard called
the biggest search of its kind. They said they
believed 500 pounds of gelignite were hidden by
Irish Republican Army guerrillas responsible for a
recent wave of bombings in London.
In Belfast, the IRA issued a statement on its
assassination of Protestant legislator the Rev.
Robert Bradford in Belfast last weekend, saying

people who whipped up anti-IRA sentiment "cannot expect to remain immune forever."
Protestant legislators denounced British pleas
for calm and said they would set up viglante-type
groups unless Britain cracks down on the outlawed,
predominantly Roman Catholic, IRA, which for 12
years has waged a bloody campaign to drive the
British out and unite the province with the mainly
Catholic Irish Republic.
HARDLINE PROTESTANT leader the Rev. Ian
Paisley and two colleagues started shouting when
Northern Ireland Secretary James Prior, addressing the House of Commons, urged restraint by both
Protestants and Roman Catholics in the province.
Belfast legislator Peter Robinson yelled, "The

blood of Ulster is on your hands!" as Prior said
Bradford's slaying was an IRA attempt "quite
deliberately to use murder to provoke further
murder."
Speaker George Thomas, shouting above the
uproar of English legislators demanding "Out!
Out! Get out!" ordered officials to remove Paisley,
Robinson and another Belfast legislator, John McQuade, as the trio continued screaming abuse from
a gallery above their regular seats on the floor of
the Commons.
The three, all members of Paisley's Ulster
Democratic Unionist Party, were suspended indefinitely and the Commons resumed debate on the
Bradford killing after a 15-minute adjournment.
There are 12 seats for Northern Ireland legislators

in the Commons all but two held by Protestants.
PAISLEY SAID he believed other Northern
Ireland members of Parliament will be slain by the
IRA "before Christmas."
j Outside Parliament, Paisley declared, "We can
make Northern Ireland ungovernable and show to
Mrs. Thatcher (the British Prime Minister) she
cannot govern except with the (Protestant) majority."
Paisley plans a huge rally in Belfast next Monday to demonstrate Protestant anger at Britain's
failure to contain the IRA and fears that London intends ultimately to hand over the Protestantdominated province to the mainly Catholic
Republic of Ireland.

Controversy over interview surprises editor Day in review,
TOKYO (AP) A Japanese
magazine editor expressed
astonishment yesterday over the
controversy about a $1,000 gratuity given to White House aide
Richard Allen. He said it was the
magazine's own idea to make the
payment.
"It (the controversy) is a bolt
out of the blue to us," Tsugio
Takamori, editor-in-chief of the
women's magazine Shufu-noTomo (Housewives' Friend) told
The Associated Press.
"We had no idea that government officials in the United States

are not allowed to receive more
than $100. We did everything
Japanese style."
"I am very surprised and puzzled at the uproar over this interview. We paid the $1,000 according to Japanese custom.

such cases and decided that $1,000
would be appropriate."
Allen, President Reagan's chief
national security adviser, denied
any impropriety, but acknowledged he received the money. He said
he "intercepted" it to avoid causing embarrassment to Mrs.
Reagan and the journalists, then
put it in a safe and forgot about it
until others discovered it during
an office move

"THE IDEA of paying $1,000 for
this particular interview naturally originated from the magazine."
Takamori said. "When the interview with Mrs. Reagan was arA magazine executive said Sunranged in late December, I
discussed the question of giving day that he understood "in adan honorium as we always do in vance" that some of the money

would be given to charity by the
White House.
The U.S. Justice Department is
investigating Allen's receipt of
the money, a fact the White House
announced Friday after the Tokyo
newspaper Mainichi Shimbun
published a story that said police
were investigating payments to
an unidentified U.S. official.
TAKAMORI SAID the decision
to make a contribution was made
a month before the Jan. 21 interview, during a meeting of Shufuno-Tomo's editorial staff.

Court to rule on kiddie porn

Soviet flights suspended in sensitive areas
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Sovernment yesterday suspended
ights into the United States by
the Soviet airline, Aeroflot, for a
week as a penalty for overflying
"sensitive areas" in New
England.
The Civil Aeronautics Board
said it would bar Aeroflot flights
from Nov. 21 to Nov. 28 at the request of the State Department,
which had complained that two
Soviet flights, one inbound and
one outbound, strayed from their

agreed paths on Nov. 8.
The State Department
acknowledged that the routes
taken by the Soviet planes were
erroneously approved by the
Federal Aviation Administration.
Lawrence Eagleburger, assistant secretary of state for European affairs, complained in a
Nov. 13 letter to the CAB that two
Soviet flights "overflew sensitive
areas of southern New England."
He did not elaborate on what he
meant by "sensitiva»reas." , , .

But administration sources said
privately yesterday the concern
involved military installations,
especially the shipbuilding
facilities at Groton, Conn., where
this country's first Trident
missile-firing submarine was
dedicated last week and from
where many nuclear-powered attack submarines have been sent
to sea
The U.S. Air Force also has two
B-52 bomber bases in New
England, Loring in Maine and

Pease in New Hampshire, as well
as a sophisticated new radar complex at Otis Air Force Base.
Mass., which scans the Atlantic
on guard against possible missile
attack from Soviet submarines.
Eagleburger in his letter conceded that the FAA may have
committed an "administrative error" by accepting the Aeroflot
flight plans Nov. 8, but said "the
failure of inexperienced air traffic
control personnel... do not excuse
theSoviel's behavior'."

Union assails Reagan
NEW YORK (AP) AFL-CIO
President Lane Kirkland. ig
noring a White House Peace
making initiative, lashed out
yesterday at President
Reagan, claiming the administration "promised us a
boom and brought us a bust."
Hours later, former Vice
President Walter Mondale
declared that Reagan's
economic program has collapsed and that Reagan "cannot lead this country without
the goodwill of working people."

NEW MIXED LEAGUE
NOW FORMING
Wednesday 9:00p.m.

ft

Mixed-Men & Women
5 Per Team

ONLY

90% HDCP

Mondale got a standing ovation from the 950 delegates to
the AFL-CIO gathering.
in a keynote address to the
14th biennial convention of the
giant labor federation.
Kirkland also assailed federal
i udget director David
Stockman.
It was his first public comment on Stockman's statement
that supply-side economics is
only a "Trojan horse"
substitute for the old "trickledown" theory that benefits for
the rich will aid Uwaoor

AFTER SCHOOL TEACHERS TRIO
BOWLING LEAGUE
WEDNESDAY 4:00 P.M.
3 Games Per Week Include Ball - Shoes
3.00 Per Week 3 To A Team

AL-MAR LANES
league and open Bowling

free-speech rights because it
could ban even non-obscene
performances by children.
The court's study of what is
viewed as a rapidly growing
problem comes at a time when
Congress also is being asked to
help by providing more lawenforcment money to combat
sexual exploitation of children.

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Supreme Court agreed yesterday to decide how far states can
go in outlawing the use of
children in sexually explicit
photographs, movies and plays.
The court will consider
reinstating a New York law
struck down as an unconstitutional infringment on

lOlON.Main

Cocktail lounge - snack bar - game room

call Mary Jo 352-4637

YOU'RE
INVITED.
TO THE BIGGEST STUDENT

FIRST EDITION
HAIP DESIGN STUDIO
434 E.WOOSTEP
(■>■»■ Oil 10»
3B4.1477

TAILGATING PARTY IN BG fflSTORY!
■

WHEN:

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21st AT 11:30 A.M.

WHERE:

WEST OF PERRY STADIUM
BECAUSE IT'S FUN TO PARTY !

WHY:

...HERE'S MORE

DAYS

1. BEERl ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE AT
OLD FASHIONED BARGAIN PRICES!

2.LUNCH I HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS OFF THE GRILL

TILL
ICHRISTJ
MAS

USE YOUR FOOD COUPONS OR PAY CASH!

3. MUSIC 1! FALCON FRENZY SOUND SYSTEM. SOLID

M CLASS.
With America's Class Ring wrapped around your
finger, your hand has a lot of class.
See your Jostens representative on ring day.
An, ring AS LOW AS l«9.95
(whit* Luttrium)
Hours: 10 00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday ond Thursday. November 18 and 19

2 HOURS OF YOUR FAVORITE SOUNDS!

4. TRIP I 2 LUCKY BGSU STUDENTS WILL WIN TRIPS TO
FLORIDA DURING SPRING BREAK.
WATCH THE BG NEWS FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

5 • FOOTBALL:

FALCONS VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN

FORGET OSU AND UM. PARTY WITH THE FALCONS.

UNIVtKSIT* BOOKSIOHf
Student Services Building
Hours Monday • Friday 8 00 - 5:00
Saturday 9 00 5 00

...-.•

FALCON FRENZY!

* Tfc. BG Nm N.ve.fe, 17, INI

Feminists rally
against weapons
News staff reporter
Several dozen carnations were
left on the steps of the University
ROTC building last night as the
final action during a rally protesting military buildup in the
United States.
A crowd of about thirty people,
firedominantly women, dispersed
rom a hand-held circle around
the bell tower on front of the
library to leave the flowers while
singing a native American chant,
"We circle around the boundaries
of the earth wearing our long wing
feathers as we fly."
The Women's Pentagon Action
in Bowling Green, which organized the rally, chose the bell tower
to represent the national Pentagon where women from across
the country met yesterday to protest militarism.
Last year, WPA attracted more
than 2,000 women who created a
hand-held circle around the
building after planting tombstones on the lawn of the Pentagon
to commemorate victims of
violence and opression. One hundred and forty-four of these
women were arrested.
WPA IS A NETWORK of more
than 25 local groups, mostly from
the Northeast, that make a connection between feminism and
peace, among other issues. The
network, including the Bowling
Green group, is held together by a
Unity Statement which was read
at the opening of the rally.
"We nave come Here to mourn
and rage and defy the Pentagon
because it is the workplace of the
imperial power which threatens
us all," the statement included.

Five women read separate secJULIE MORMON, a representions of the statement demanding tative for Women for Women, said
clean air,health care which an ideology for conquest and
respects and understands the dominanceby white middle class
female body, equal pay for equal men prevails in society and is uswork, freedom from violence, the ed to Keep women submissive and
right to have or not to have afraid. A woman is battered every
children, and end to racism and 15 minutes in the United States,
drafts, and a system of energy she explained, and many women
which is renewable as well as an view battering as some form of affection because the violence has
end to the arms race.
"We will not allow these violent been normalized by society.
games to continue. If we are here
in our stubborn hundreds today,
Prostitution, incest, porwe will certainly return in the nography and sexual harassment
thousands and hundreds of are all forms of women hating
thousands in the months and that are prevalent in society, Moryears to come.
mon said, but women must stop
this abuse as well as the abuse of
We know there is a healthy, sen- the earth. She believes women
sible, loving way to live and we in- share an affinity with the earth
tend to live that way in our because they are life-producing
neighborhoods and on our farms bodies.
in these United States among our
sisters and brothers in all the
PETITIONS were passed
countries of the world," the state- around by Kent Morse, chairman
ment concluded.
of the Social Justice Committee,
who is organizing local action to
AT THE BEGINING of the ral- stop the nuclear arms race. He
ly, the cold night air and dif- said he has set a goal for the
ficulties with the sound system organization to collect 5,000
seemed to dampen any signatures by March.
possibilities of attracting a large
crowd. But the women managed
Morse said he cannot advocate
to get the microphone working a government that wants to
and "The Vietnam Love Song" enhance the military by following
performed by Kathy Seem- policies which alienate th rest of
Ressiero, attracted a small crowd the world and drains the earth of
on the sidewalk as students hur- its natursal resources.
ried home from the library.
Seem Ressiero sang without
Before marching to the bell
any intsrumental accompaniment tower for final action, as people
and the loud speakers were began sing petitions and gatherdirected toward Memorial Hall so ing carnations, several women
the words would reverberate sang,"We are anti-nuclear peoacross campus. "My sister is ple, singing, singing for our lives.
dead. She died in the fields of Viet- We are peaces-loving, earth
nam.the grounds of Kent State., preserving, anti-racist, gentle,
the burning of Spain, by a rapist angry people, singing, singing for
in her home." she sang.
our lives."
■Clip & Save!
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TUESDAY SPECIAL
ONE DAY ONLY
HandbagsPurse Accessories
20% -40% OFF
All purse accessories 20%-25% off
coin purses, billfolds, checkmates
All Burmuda bags -f- covers 20% off
All Leather + Vinyl Bags • 25% off
All Canvas Bags - 40% off
Open Tues. Eve til 9:00p.m.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
.-.T.-.-;-.-.'

/» A DD A/*C* one cause that doesn't
UAKBAvE* need your contribution.
MERRY Avenue Apts.

Mary Magada, Jeni Shoup, Julie Mormon, Kathy SemReggiero, Martha
Williams and Sarah CarlonMorse, members of the University community
read the Unity statement at the Women's Pentagon Action rally.

FDA approves costly vaccine
WASHINGTON--An estimated the United States that is made
10 million American health directly from human blood."
workers, male homosexuals, drug Hayes said at a news conference.
addicts and others at high risk of One constraint may be the vaccontracting hepatitis B are prime cine's price: an estimated $75 to
candidates for a hepatitis vaccine $120 for three shots given over six
approved yesterday by the Food months, according to Merck
Sharp & Dohme, the maker of the
and Drug Administration.
The new vaccine has proven "Heptavax-B".
both safe and highly effective in
HEPATITIS B is the most
clinical trials for protecting people against the debilitating liver serious of three viral forms of the
disease, said Dr. Arthur Hull disease. It infects 200,000 to
Hayes Jr., the FDA commis- 300,000 Americans each year, and
the Center for Disease Control
sioner.
"This is the first completely estimates it costs the nation $750
new viral vaccine in 10 years and million annually in medical bills
the first vaccine ever licensed in and time lost from work.
■Clip & Save
♦
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ALL - SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES
HOCKEY
OPPONENT
North Dakota
Michigan State
Lake Superior
Michigan State
Miami
Ferris State
Michigan
Ill-Chicago Circle
Ohio State
Michigan

EXCHANGE DATES
Oct. 12 & 13
Oct. 26 & 27
Nov. 9 & 10
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 & 8
Jan. 11 & 12
Jan. 25 & 26
Feb. 1 & 2
Feb. 8 & 9
Feb. 22 & 23

Wright State
Morehead State
Denison University
Tri-State
Wisconsin-Superior
Central Michigan
Kent State
Toledo
Ball State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami

BASKETBALL
Nov. 23 & 24
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 & 8
Dec. 7 & 8
Dec. 7 & 8
Jan 4 & 5
Jan. 7 & 8
Jan. 14 & 15
Jan. 21 & 22
Jan. 28 & 29
Feb. 8& 9
Feb. 15 & 16
Feb. 22 & 23

:iip&Sav«,

Frazee Avenue Apts.

staff photo by Dal* Omori

PLAYING DATE(S)
Oct. 16 & 17
Oct. 30
Nov. 13 & 14
Dec. 5
Dec. 18 & 19
Jan. 15 & 16
Jan. 30
Feb. 5 & 6
Feb. 12 & 13
Feb 26

The disease passes unnoticed
with no outward signs in most people who are infected. But after a
two-to six-month incubation
period, 50,000 to 60,000 fall ill with
jaundice, fever and nausea, and
10.000 require hospitalization.
Some 100 to 200 die of acute
hepatitis each year, according to
government doctors.
Even those mil-" infected run
the risk of becoming chronic carriers of hepatitis B and falling victim to cirrhosis or liver cancer
later in life, according to Dr.
Donald Francis of the Center for
Disease Control's hepatitis division.

MEADOWVIEW COURT•
^ APARTMENTS \

\f*

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE
\
1 Bedroom Apis. 1 Bedroom Apis. Efficiencies
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED
• gas heat
• all utilities included
• swimming pool
except lights
• party room
• laundry facilities
• game room
available
• sauna
214 Napoleon 352-1195

GET A
JOB!!
But first corns to the...
RESUME
WRITING &
DRESSING FOR
INTERVIEWS
WORKSHOP

Dec. 2

Dec. 5
Dec.16
Dec.19
Dec.21
Jan. 9
Jan.13
Jan.20
Jan.27
Feb. 3
Feb. 13
Feb.20
Feb.27

Free & open to all

Thurs
Nov19

Towne Room - Union

7:

^0
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RIDGE MANOR

GRADUATE STUDIES IN
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

516 E. Merry
Features

624,656,670 Frazee
Features

519 Ridge
Features

COMMUNITY HEALTH
EPIDEMIOLOGY
HEALTH POLICY AND PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

2 bedroom, furn apts.

2 bedroom apts.

2 Bedroom Town Houses

2 full baths

2 full baths

Completely Furnished

dish washer

across from Universtiy
tennis courts

All Utilities Paid

1 Vi blk. from campus

4 people $564/person/semester

Students holding baccalaureate, master's or professional
degrees are invited to apply to the Graduate Program in
Preventive Medicine at The Ohio State University. The program opens career opportunities in the study of the health of
human populations, the investigation of the causes of disease, and the planning of strategies of prevention and health
care. There is growing demand for persons educated in these
areas in community, state, federal and international organizations concerned with health promotion and health care
delivery.
Students in our program have come from such diverse
backgrounds as the biological and social sciences, engineering, education and the humanities, as well as the medical
sciences. Our Department offers the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees.
Inquiries should be addressed to:

across from the "Towers"
"less" than 3 years old

$564/sem./4 man + 3lec.
$752/sem./3 man — ^.'ec.

$564/sem./ 4 man elec.
$ 752/ sem./ 3 man — elec.
Yearly rates available at lower prices

3 people $712.50/person/semester

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
CALL:
352-0717

MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. WGOSTER STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

Prices subject to change.

Th» Ohio State Unlvaratty
OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
ROOM B-201, STARLING-LOVING HALL
DEPARTMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
410 WEST 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210
(614) 421-3907

♦
♦
♦
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SAVE!!!

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 54C
Massengill
Disposable
Douche

Pepsi-Cola
2 Liter
Non-returnable
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Twin Pack
Vinegar & Water,

with these great cash-off coupons

Herbal or C Flow
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.53 ea.

YOI
MY
ONLY

99

ea.

WITH THIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE pen COUPON
Otter good ""u 12f29f81 at
the Htvco
Revco store listed Detow
below

%

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

with Revco's low discount prices
on every item in the store

SAVE 140

SAVE 100
L'Oreal
Ultra Rich
Conditioner
16 fl. oz.

Revco Facial Tissues

Balsam, Blow Dry,
Extra Body or Regular

2-ply, 200's

Revco's low. everyday
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Billing accuracy depends on updating, processing
S Holly Terry
em reporter

sity," Martini said. "We try to make
sure that people are paying for only
what they re supposed to."

You've heard all the horror stories.
In fact, you may have even been
through one or two yourself.
Your parents were just about to
write the check to pay your latest
tuition bill, when they noticed that the
figure on the invoice was 100 too high.
They probably blamed it on you,
and you probably blamed it on the
Bursar's Office. But according to
Bursar Joe Martini, it's not his fault.
"I think we do a neck of a job here
with the staffing level of the Univer-

MARTINI said the main reason for
billing discrepancies, which range
from 1 to 1,000, is in timing.
"For example, take the student who
has a parking violation on file," Martini said. "He may have had it voided,
appealed, or canceled, but in the
meantime, though, maybe the billing
statements have already been sent
out, saying that he owes money for
that violation."
Another fairly common error occurs when financial aid processes

ple know that we are doing something about it."

"We need a lot of cooperation
from everybody. We can't do it
alone," William Bess, Director of
Campus Safety and Security, said
of the 30 percent overall rise in the
campus crime rate.
Sighting statistics that included a
33 percent rise in burglaries, a 45
percent increase in grand and
petty theft, and a startling 60 percent rise in the number of stolen
bikes, Bess stressed the number
one contributor to the problem:
apathy.
"People aren't paying attention
to what they can be doing to prevent crime,'' stated Bess. "To say
that it's 'not going to happen to me'
is simply not true."
Bess continued by saying that
students should not hesitate to contact campus security if something
seems amiss. "If someone has a
concern (he should) give us a call.
We'll pursue the issue and let peo-

BESIDES APATHY, Bess said
that today's bleak economy plays a
major role in rising crime figures.
Crimes such as petty theft and
burglary are "crimes of opportunity. People have to be more careful with their property." If not,
those who feel they are "in need"
of a new hat or scarf (left unattended on a chair in the library, for
example) will not hesitate to
snatch the item and make their getaway.
As for the crime problem-theft
in particular-in residence halls,
Assistant Dean of Students Fayette
Paulsen also spoke of the economic
factor.
"There are indeed a lot more
thefts. People are taking what they
need." Students may leave their
rooms with the door open for just a
few moments, but that's all that's
needed for the crook to do his thing.
Paulsen emphatically warns the
students: "Don't be careless!"
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THE BLOOD test for alcoholic
content is the "most exact" test
because it can show a higher level
of alcohol in one's system, Ginter
said.
In Ohio, .10 is the legal limit a
driver can be considered driving
intoxicated. This is calculated by
figuring a suspect's body weight
with the amount of alcohol absorbed into his bloodstream.
A person who refuses to take an
alcohol test instantly loses his
license for 60 days.
"All officers are trained to give
blood tests," the sheriff said.
However, the intoxilator - a
machine that measures the
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"We stress alcohol is a drug and
how alcohol can change the
behavior of a driver," Wagner
said.
The DUI program confronts the
person to ask himself why he is
drinking and what alternatives
there are to drinking alcohol,
THE SECOND drunk driving of- Wagner said.
fense is a fourth degree felony,
punishable by a maximum of
THE SESSION consists of lec$2,500 and five years in prison.
tures and discussions about
"A driver who is weaving in alcohol. A judge determines who
traffic or driving too slow can be is eligible for this program.
stopped and questioned," he said,
The participant pays $100 for
adding "just as many accidents room, board and instruction, he
are caused by a person driving too said.j
slow and obstructing traffic."
"Most of the people in the pro"When you drive drunk, you gram have a drinking problem,
risk your life as well as other peo- while the rest are caught for the
ple on the road," Ginter said.
first time driving drunk," Wagner
The first-time offender said.
shouldn't be sent to prison, Ginter
The size of the average class
said. He said a weekend program ranges from 15 to 30 persons, he
is available for first-time of- said.
fenders.
A person enrolled in this proTHE DUI (driving under the in- gram must obtain a high-risk influence) Program asks a person surance policy for a three-year
to assess his alcohol behavior," period.
During the weekend, a person is
according to James Wagner, a
coordinator of the DUI Deferral given homework related to the
topics discussed class, Wagner
program in Ohio and Michigan.
The weekend program is said, adding that textbooks are
directed at DUI offenders for the given to enrollees ' research the
review of alcohol laws and driv- problems of drunk driving and the
abuses of alcohol.
ing.

A "task force" of policemen has
been enlisted to patrol Wood
County for drunk drivers, according to Wood County Sheriff
George Ginter.
Policemen from surrounding
counties come to Wood County
with overtime pay and patrol for
reckless and drunk drivers,
Ginter said.
The "prime time" these officers
work is during holidays and
weekends. "We don't have the
manpower alone to-patrol for the
drunk driver," he said.

SUGGESTIONS to deter criminal acts were provided by both
Bess and Paulsen. Use of the campus escort service was mentioned
as an effective method to avoid
possible personal assults. Adherence to dormitory escort policies
and visitation rules, according to
Paulsen, would "keep traffic down
in the dorms," therefore providing
less opportunities for strangers to
wander in and cause problems.
But above all, the key word
stressed by both Bess and Paulsen
was cooperation.
"Until something bad happens,"
said Paulsen, "you tend to forget
(about keeping alert to the possibility of a crime being committed.)
That's human nature, not a criticism against anyone specifically.
The students must help the students to remain alert."
Bess concluded by saying that
security forces are ,:not just interested in making arrests. We must
try to raise the security conciousness of people."
But they can't do it alone.

at ReeeonaMe Retee. Alao offer Prohnv
ABORTIONS
1-24 AM Termination

amount of alcohol by a breath test
- is the most commonly used, according to Ginter.
The first time offense of drunk
driving, Ohio law states a person
can receive a $1,000 fine with a six
month in jail.

by Eric Schaadt
News reporter

TO HELP the Bursar's Office in
that attempt, a daily "Er. ui Report"
is printed concerning discrepancies

Classifieds,
ctmutKin EVENTS

their accuracy and call in or visit his
office if an error is found.
!T"? "# "y"1? we d«»'t make
mistakes, Martini said. "We have a
fairly good system; I think it's one of
the best in the state. If a student
doesn't understand his bill, he
should."

DUI programs drunk drivers

Apathy contributes to crime rise
by Thorn Sinn
News reporter

Though the accuracy of billing depends largely on what the student has
done, human errors in his office do
account for a small percentage of
mix-ups, such as in manual keypunching, Martini said.
The bursar suggests that students
always check their billing figures for

between computer account data. Martini said about 40 errors are reported
each day, though some are repetitive
from previous days.
Library fines, drop/add
statements, and health center or
bookstore tees often appear on the
error report.

have been slowed or halted for some
reason, and the University has no
record of the intentional payment,
Martini said.
"Financial aid, room payments,
food coupons, graduate fees, waivers-there are different procedures for
each case and different calendar time
frames," he said. "There is never a
point of time when we can be 100
percent accurate, but we're constantly updating and trying to be
current."
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The University
Board off Student
Publications
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applications for
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Weekend wrap-up.
Bob Barrett (77th, 32:14), Holger
Hille (90th, 32:42), Chris Los (99th,
33:56), Jeff Boutelle (106th) and Jeff
Brown (114th).

Harriers 12th

photo :>y Tim Appal

BG leers Brian MacLallan and Scott Madar converge on Lake Superior's Steve Sherman in
action from last weekend's sweep by BG over the Lakers.

Injuries invade Cleveland receivers
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Quarterback
Brian Sipe, last year's most valuable
player in the National Football
League, is performing equally well
this year, says Cleveland Browns
Coach Sam Rutgliano.
The results have been less impressive, Rutigliano said Monday, because the supporting cast has had
problems.
"Brian's not having any different
year than he did last year, the coach
said as he assessed Sunday's 15-12
victory over San Francisco. "It's just
that the supporting case is different,
because of injuries."
' Most notable has been '.he intermittent absence of 6-foot-5 receiver Dave
Logan, Sipe's favorite big-piov target.

Logan missed several games earlier
in the year because of a rib injury,
and he sat out Sunday's game because
of a hamstring problem.
The soft turf at Candlestick Park the result of five days of heavy rain;; proved to be Logan's undoing.
"Unfortunately, Dave Logan was
not able to go on that field, Rutigliano said, 'lie injured a hamstring
early in the week, but we thought he
could play. The quarterback counted
on him playing all week, then he just
couldn't run during the pre-game
warm-up."
The leg injury was a spinoff from
the rib injury, according to the
Browns' coach.

Upholstery Car & Furniture

1 2990 S. Main
% mile from K-mart

CINCINNATI (AP) - Linebacker
Reggie Williams says the sticky fingered Cincinnati Bengal defense,
which picked off four Los Angeles
passes in Sunday's 24-10 victory over
the Rams, has come a long way in 12
games. He credits defensive coordinator Hank Bullough.
"We're playing Hank Bullough's
defense now, Williams said. "Hank
is putting us in position to make the
plays. He gives us responsibilities as
individuals to support the whole 11man scheme of our defense.

N0V19&20
Thursday & Friday
TWO SHOWS
8 and 10 PM
SIDEDOOR UNON

ENJOY!

Advance Tickets - $3.50
on sale NOW in
UAO Office
3rd Floor Union
Tickets at Door-S 4.00

Dancing! Latin Food!
Crafts! Latin Music!

Where: Student Services Forum

"It might look like we're making a
big play, but that's our job."
Williams had one interception Sunday, linebacker Louis Breeden had
two and cornerback Ken Riley had
one.
Breeden said there has been no big
change in emphasis or approach, just
better execution that results in ''the
little things that happen becoming a
key play.
"I thought we were playing pretty
Sood at the beginning of the season,
ut we just weren't coming up with
the interceptions," Breeden said.

"•y
Riley, the Bengals' career interception leader with 49, said the improved
Kss rush of the defensive line has
en a big factor in the team's 13
interceptions this season.
"When they do that, it makes our
job a lot easier," he said. "We can
have any kind of decent coverage and
they're going to get to the quarterback. If they don't get to him,
we're going to get the interception."
"Sometimes you have good position
and the ball just doesn't come your
way, but things are going real well for
us.

*%, TWO LITER

67.6 ozs

GIVE AWAY
HOURS: MON-WED
THUR-SAT
SUN

352-1504

11:00 AM - 2:00 AM
11.00 AM - 3.00 AM
3:30 PM - 2:00 AM

BUY ANY 14" TWO ITEM,
10" ONE ITEM PIZZA
AND RECEIVE (1) FREE
2 LITER BOTTLE OF
COCA-COLA
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CHICKEN
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

Why: Experience Latin America

BG coach Ron Zwierlein said he
was pleased with his team's improvement and added the Falcon
team drew praise from the other team
coaches as well. Zwierlein said WMU
coach Pete Lindsay said the Falcons
were one of the strongest BG teams
that he has seen during his career as
the Broncos' head swim coach.
"We swam real well and I thought
we did well against the other conference teams, Zwierlein said.
BG placed third in the 300-meter
back stroke, the 300 butterfly, the 300
breast stroke and the 400 individual
medley. The Falcons also recorded a
third place finish in the one-meter
diving event.
The highest BG finish came in the
400 medley relays where the team of
Brian Soltis, Tom Herringer, Jeff
Layne and Matt Lenhart combined
for a second place finish.

315 E. WOOSTER

s.

Time: 8:00-11:00 PM

Bowling Green's men's swimming
team recorded third place finishes in
five events and a second place finish
in another as the Falcons opened their
season in a non-scoring meet at Kalamazoo, Mich.
BG placed no lower than fourth in
all of the events. The Falcons competed against Mid-American Conference foes Central Michigan,
defending MAC champion Eastern
Michigan and the meet's host Western
Michigan, in addition to non conference teams from Oakland University
and Cincinnati.

TWO LITER COUPON
EXPIRES 12-1-81
MYLES PIZZA PUB

Room wiU be cleared
after each performance.

When: Wednesday, Nov. 18

include*
All - You-Can-Eat Salad Bar and choice of potato

for

Twelfth Annual

BGSU MARCHING
BAND CONCERT
Mark S. Kelly, Barry Kopetz - conductors

Sunday, Nov. 22,3:00 P.M.
Anderson Arena
.

$

presents

ACU-I Billiards

2.99

J* Jfo.9>)

Tournament
Nov. 21-22 Noon to 5 PM
Student Rec Center
50 cents per person
Sign up now in the UAO Office & SRC
for men & women's
Single Elimination Divisions
Deadline Nov. 19
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Bowling Green's soccer team lost
its final game of the season yesterday, dropping a 1-0 decision at the
University of Evansville.
The Falcons end the year with a
record of 11-7-1.
Evansville's John Nunes scored the
game's only goal with one minute left
in the first half, to hand BG its fifth
loss in its last seven games.
"Once again, our team actually
played well, but we have just been a
little unlucky," BG coach Gary Palmisano said. "We have played extremely well in our last five matches,
but we are just having a difficult time
finding the back of the net."
BG's bad luck was obvious in the
opening minutes of the game against
Evansvile, when Neil Ridgway
missed a penalty kick for the first
time all season, aftering having made
six without a miss in his career as a
Falcon.
Palmisano said Evansville's goal
was another case of the luck the
Falcons have been experiencing.
"(BG goaltender) Joe Koury made
the initial save on the play," he said.
"When he went to clear the ball to the
side, he hit one of our players in the
head and it went back behind Joey to
(Nunes) who finished it. That is the
first time we have had a goal like that
scored on us."

ALEX BEVAN

M-F 7:30a.m.-5:OOp.m.
SATs ooam n 30am

Live Music

Kickers lose

Secondary keys Bengals

SIDEDOOR ENTERTAINMENT
PRESENTS...

• Automobile scat covers
• Convertible tops replacement
• ...And many other services
over 50 years of quality service
Hoffsis Top Upholstery

"That's an aftermath of the fractured rib. Dave's never had hamstring problems. But in running with
the bad ribs, he was overcompensating," Rutigliano said.
Consequently, the Cleveland offense once again had trouble getting
untracked. Sipe hit just nine of his
first 25 passes before heating up on a
43-yard touchdown drive climaxed by
a 21-yard pass to Rucker.
Sipe finished with 16 completions in
33 attempts, giving him 232 completions in 428 passes for 2,899 yards this
season. He has thrown 15 interceptions, one more than all of last season,
and his NFL quarterback rating is
71.9, about 20 points below his rating
in 1980.

Bowling Green's men's cross country team ended its season last weekend at Milwaukee, Wis., as the
Falcons placed 12th among the 24
teams in the NCAA District 4 qualifier
meet.
BG's Chris Koehler failed in his bid
to qualify for the nationals later this
month, despite placing 10th among
the 160 participants with a time of
30:38. Koehler cited a mental lapse
for his failure to make the finals.
"I ran a hard race, but I kind of fell
asleep during the race arid let the
other guys get a little too far ahead of
me," Koehler said. "I may have been
a little overconfident going into the
race and didn't stay with the group
like I should have."
Despite failing to qualify for the
nationals, Koehler said he was not
disappointed in the season and said
the Mid American Conference individual and team championships were
his primary goals at the outset of the
season.
"You have to learn from your mistakes," Koehler, who will be returning next season, said. "I wanted to
make it to the nationals, but I didn't
run well. I'll just have to pick up from
there."
Dave Uhrich from Marquette was
the meet's first runner to cross the
finish line with a time of 30:21. The
Badgers won the meet, with Minnesota placing second and Illinois third.
Placing for the Falcons were Tim
Brennan (55th with a time of 31:44),

Swimmers open
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Musical Highlights of the
'81 Football Season
Flag Corps & Twirter
Choreography
TICKETS AT THE DOOR
Adults $2.00
Student* or children $1.00
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Sports
leers sweep Lake Superior for first wins
by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter
For Bowling Green hockey coach
Jerry York and his team, the nightmare is over.
The Falcons came alive to record a
sweep over Lake Superior State College last weekend, 8-2 and 5-2, to end
the longest winless streak in the
team's history at ten games.
The sweep lifted the Falcons from
the cellar of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, moving them
into a three-way tie for seventh place
with Michigan Tech and Ohio State in
the 12 team conference. BG is 2-7-1,
and 2-3-1 in the CCHA.
The sweep was a team effort as nine
players had two points or more, and
goaltender Mike David turned in two

outstanding games as LSSC dropped
to 144, and M-l in the CCHA.
The scoring was led by co-captain
George McPhee and Nick Bandescu,
each with five points. McPhee had
three goals and two assists, giving
him 196 career points, moving him
past Mike Hartman and into fifth
place on BG's all-time scoring list.
BANDESCU LED his line to five
goals, scoring one himself and adding
four assists. Andre Latreille netted
three goals and an assist, while
George Roll added a goal and two
assists to give the line 12 points of
scoring. Bandescu, Latreille and Roll
have accounted for 10 goals and 11
assists in BG's last four games.
"Our line definitely works well together," Latreille said. "When he
(York) put us together, it iust clicked
right away, with Nick's speed.

George's instinct - he is always in the
right spot - and my forechecking, we
really open things up well."
"George Roll, Nick Bandescu and
Andre Latreille was our best line,"
York said. "They really gave us a lift
out there when they were on the ice.
The key to our team's enthusiasm was
theplay of Andre."
The Falcons battled back from
early 1-0 Laker leads in each of the
games, and exploded to put the games
away in the second period each night.
In the opening contest, Laker Paul
Gess and Bandescu traded first period tallies. Gess beat David with a
slap shot while Bandescu, who had
just been flipped by a check, got up to
slap in a rebound of Roll's shot, with
the second assist to Wayne Wilson.
MCPHEE AND LATREILLE combined to break the game open in the

first half of the second period. They
each hit two goals, combining with
Mike Pikul's slap shot to give the
Falcons a 6-1 lead. LSSC's Chris Dahl?uist narrowed the margin to 6-2 with
ive minutes to go in the period, but
Roll and Kim Collins scored goals 11
seconds apart in the period s final
minute to ice the contest.
John Wilson gave the Lakers an
early lead in game two when LSSC
took advantage of an error by Barry
Mills to score on a breakaway, with
assists to Steve Mulholland and Steve
Sherman. Dave O'Brian's centering
pass to Dan Kane allowed BG to tie
the score at the 12:34 mark of the
period. Less than two minutes later,
Brian Hills used a double fake to put
LSSC goalie Lawrence Dyke on the
ice before flipping in a shot for a 2-1
BG lead at the end of the period.

Mills more than made up for his
first period error at the 7:35 mark of
the second stanza when he blocked a
Laker power play shot in BG's zone
and skated the length of the ice for an
unassisted shorthanded score.
McPhee and Latreille each added
goals in the period to put the contest
away. McPhee took a fine pass from
Hills to beat Dyck for a 4-1 lead, and
Latreille finished BG's scoring with a
shot from Just inside the blue line,
with assists to Bandescu and Mills.
"Thank the Lord for second periods," York said. "The teams were
actually pretty close other than the
second period. We came out of the
first period at 1-1 (Friday), and the
teams went scoreless in the third.
They (the Lakers) are definitely the
most disciplined team we have

played. There was no chippy play
after the whistle at all.
"WE'VE SURVIVED the storm.
There is no question this was an early
season critical series for us. We really
needed to get the momentum after the
start we had."
A major part of the Falcon victory
was the play of goaltender David, who
turned in 48 saves in the two contests.
York said David has now established
himself as BG's top goalie.
BG will now face a difficult road
schedule, playing its next five games
away from trie Ice Arena and the BG
crowd, which York said played a
large role in his team's success.
'The crowd really helped us a lot,"
York said. "It was good to see the
students get behind the team, and it
really helped their confidence ."

Falcons dominate in blanking of Eastern
of the time, their efforts resulted in
calling three plays and then calling
for EMU punter (and one of the four
quarterbacks) Steve Coulter.

by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
. YPSILANTI,Mich.-EasternMichigan threw a scare into Bowling
Green for about one minute in last
Saturday's Mid-American Conference
football game before the real EMU
team reared its head and BG scalped
the Hurons, 28-0.

THAT IS HOW BG struck for its final
score, as the third stanza drew to a
close. Coulter dropped back into his
familiar punting position, but the ball
was met in its upward flight by BG
special-teams specialist Steve
Truchly.
Bayless was nearby and struggled
to pick up the ball, finally pouncing on
it in the endzone for BG's fourth and
final touchdown.

EMU's Jerry Gaydash brought the
Rynearson Stadium crowd of 9,559 to
its feet when he broke the game's
opening kickoff return for 53 yards,
all the way down to the BG 32-yard
line. Unfortunately for the Hurons, it
was about the only excitement EMU
provided all afternoon.
The Falcon defense stuffed EMU's
offense on the ensuing four downs,
and continued to do so as the game
wore on, to record its second shutout
of the season in a game not nearly as
close as the final score indicated.

"I tried to kick the ball into the
endzone, so I could just fall on it."
Bayless said. "I wasn't sure if I could
fiick it up and run with it, so I just
ried to kick it a little ways."
Just for the record, Bayless was
allowed to pick it up and run with it,
but at that point of the game, nothing
really mattered anyway.

BG's lopsided defeat of the Hurons
kept streaks alive for both teams. The
Falcons have now won five in a row to
run their overall record to 5-4-1, 5-2-1
in the MAC. EMU, on the other hand,
lost its 18th straight game ana
dropped to 0-10 overall, 0-8 in the
MAC

Bayless' TD was the defense's third
TD in the Falcons' last 19 quarters,
while the same unit has allowed just
two six-pointers over the same period
of time.
BG also used Greg Taylor and Steve
Swan as quarterbacks in the game, as
well as several other players that
regularly do not see much action.
Swan was denied a TD pass in the
fourth quarter when wide open tight
end Mark Dowdell dropped the ball in
the endzone.

"WE PLAYED FOUR quarters without giving an inch. We could have
scored more, obviously," BG head
coach Denny Stolz said. "The only
tempo that they were able to get came
on that opening kickoff. They also had
two real fine punt returns and another
good kickoff return. We didn't expect
that, but if that's all they do to bother
us in the course of a game, that's all
right with me."
The Falcons did not get a chance to
practice their kickoff returns at all
during the game, but their kick returners were kept plenty busy by
fielding ten EMU punts.

"I'm not saying we're a very good
football team, but we still didn't play
up to our potential," Stock said. '"I
thought that opening kickoff return
would give us a little lift. But once you
go out on the field and they find out
you're not ready to play, you're in
trouble."
stall pholo by Dale Omori

"They dominated the whole football
game, right from the outset," EMU
head coach Mike Stock said.
Except, of course, for Gaydash's
opening return. But after the Hurons
failed to capitalize on the return, BG
drove 72 yards in 10 plays to score
with 8:17 left in the first quarter and
set the tempo of the entire contest.
Shawn Potts capped the drive by
scampering into the endzone from 11
yards out on a reverse.
With Bryant "Cowboy" Jones doing

BG's Pat Kennedy (80) makes the initial hit on EMU's Ricky Calhoun (42) as he reaches the line In last
Saturday's game in Ypsilanti Mich.

most of the work, the Falcons put
together another long drive early in
the second quarter. Jones ran the ball
four times and caught one pass, in
addition to scoring the TD on a twoyard run, in the eight-play, 68-yard
drive.
THE COWBOY GAINED 142 yards on
24 carries, despite sitting out much of

the second half. Jones is now just 20
yards short of becoming BG's sixth
1,000-yard rusher in a season.
"He was begging to get back in,"
Stolz said. "But what if I keep him in
there and he gets hurt? We've got to
have Cowboy Jones against Central
(Michigan) next week. He loves to

play, he's a real competitor."
BG held a 14-0 advantage at halftime, but took little time to extend the
lead to 21-0 in the third quarter. Starting quarterback Dayne Palsgrove
capped BG's longest scoring drive of
the season, 86 yards in 14 plays, by
scoring from six yards out with 8:05
left.

The drive started after BG's Martin
Bayless had picked off an errant J.F
Green pass at the Falcon 31-yard line.
A clipping penalty on the return
pushed the ball back inside the 15.
Green was one of four EMU quarterbacks who tried their wares on the
day, each with minimal success. Most

FALCON NOTES...Harold Moore
made the trip as the Falcon placekicker and was perfect on four extra
point attempts...Moore, who replaced
Gehad Youseff, attempted two field
goals - a 39-yarder that was blocked
in the first half and a 33-yarder that
hit the top of the left upright and did
not bounce through in the final quarter. EMU was offsides on the 33-yard
attempt...The Falcons held the Hurons to iust 147 yards in total offense.. BG has not turned the ball over in
its last two games and has lost just
four fumbles all season.

Hurons, Falcons: going in opposite directions?
Stolz has Falcons in full flight
Despite its 28-0 whitewashing of
Eastern Michigan last Saturday,
Bowling Green s red-hot football
team was finally eliminated from
contention for the Mid-American
Conference crown and the California
Bowl berth that goes with it.
For the Falcons to remain in the
title chase, Miami would have had to
lose to Northern Illinois and Toledo to
Kent State, last weekend. Neither
upset happened; neither was even
close. Trie Redskins manhandled NIU
at home, 30-3, while UT moved one
step closer to the west coast by
blanking Kent, 17-0, in the Glass Bowl.
Still, for a team that six weeks ago
was 0-4 with no relief in sight, this
season could be termed a successful
one. If the Falcons are able to turn
back Central Michigan next week for
their sixth straight victory, BG will
finish third in the MAC, the highest
finish for a BG team since 1975.
The Falcons have made the
startling transition from a losing
team to a winning one by becoming an
opportunistic-type team that often
makes their own breaks, and then
capitalizes on them.
'THERE ARE THREE important
ingredients to why a football team

wins," Eastern Michigan head coach
Mike Stock said after Saturday's
game. "You have to have a good
kicking game, good defense and you
can't turn the ball over. That's why
Bowling Green has been winning.
It might be hard to believe Stock,
since he is a graduate of
Northwestern and his Hurons
seemingly have a side bet with that
team to see who can lose the most, but
what he says makes sense.
BG's kicking game, at least from
the punting standpoint, is vastly
improved this season. Its defense is
now ranked first in the MAC in
scoring defense, and the two shutouts
it has posted this season are the most
by a BG team in nine years. BG has
not turned the ball over to the
opposition in its last two contests and
remains one of the top three teams in
the nation in turnover margin.
With these statistics so prominent,
it's hard not to take stock in what
EMU's head man says about BG's
turnaround.
BG'S DEFENSIVE secondary has
'' unproved in leaps and bounds since
the start of the season, according to
BG head coach Denny Stolz. The

Few people taking 'stock' in EMU

Falcon defensive line has been a
strength all season and BG's punter,
Jim Phelps, is just a freshman.

Bowling Green was obviously
still on a roll last Saturday, winning its fifth straight game, but so
was Eastern Michigan head coach
The BG offense has not been
Mike Stock in the EMU lockerparticularly overpowering this
season, but has been able to hold on to room after the game.
the football remarkably well.
"Hey, I like that sports jacket Six weeks ago, when the Falcons
it's pretty sharp," he said to a
were winless and struggling, Stolz
nearby reporter, examining the
piece of clothing like one of New

Sideline1
Joe Menzer

assistant sports editor

remarked that all this football
Rrogram needed was momentum.
ow, Stolz has that momentum...he
also has a young football team that
will return virtually everyone next
season, especially ft several seniors
decide to return for their fifth year of
eligibility.
Stolz, who earlier this year could
not buy a victory, finally has the
program headed in the right
direction. Only time will tell if his
"momentum' theory pans out.

York's finest tailors.
"He works for The Blade, they
pay well," another reporter explained.
"Oh, yeah? Do they have any
openings?" Stock asked.
When you are the coach of a
team that has lost 18 straight
games, you have to have a sense
of humor. That Stock has; what he
hasn't been able to find is a way to
steer the Hurons out of their embarrassing losing streak.

EMU was every bit a hapless
team against the Falcons. Had
BG not dropped several passes
(both on offense and defense), the
score could easily have been
much, much worse.
The Hurons' strength was supposed to be running the football.
Unfortunately, BG's defense happens to be very stingy against the
run and EMU was able to gain
just 80 yards on the ground.
EMU's leading rusher, Ricky
Calhoun, was held to 46 yards,
well below his average.
STOCK SHOWED LITTLE confidence in his air attack by trying
four different quarterbacks. Combined, the four completed 13 of 30
passes for 110 yards.
"We had been running the ball
pretty well. You have to use what
you've been doing best at all
year," Stock said. "We just didn't
do a good job at some of our base
things."
"This team (EMU) is not a bad
rushing defensive football team,"

BG head coach Denny Stolz said.
"They don't have the foot speed
we have, but their front five and
linebackers are good against the
run."
Which makes it all the more
amazing that BG's Bryant Jones
was able to run just about
wherever he wanted to in the contest. Why, even Greg Taylor, who
had 28 net yards rushing coming
into the game, was able to gain 67
yards on the ground in just nine
attempts.
It's hard to find a bright spot on
a team that is 0-10.
"What can I say? It was just a
poor mental day for us," Stock
said. "BG came ready to play boy, they're on a roll, that's five in
a row for them.
"Can we play Northwestern? I
think it would be a hell of a match.
I bet we could really bring the
fans in. We could call it the fifi 'em
up bowl."
By now, the reporters were
beginning to file out of the lockerroom.

